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Release Notes for Patch Release#4538

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.4-rev21Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.4-rev19Open-Xchange AppSuite office-web 7.8.4-rev8Open-Xchange AppSuite office 7.8.4-rev7
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #4516.

52764 Documentconverter backendwill be usedwith action=rconvert calls fromuserswith-out ’document preview’ capabilityFiles API handles .csv files differently whether we check for the file extension or the mime type.This has been fixed by checking directly for view model type instead of using the mime type basedfiles APImethods.
54884 Error in method SQL queryThe related request used wrong column numbers.This has been solved by adjusting those column numbers.
56034 OAuth not working if ending on other nodeJVM route information not added to redirecting call-back URL.Ensure JVM route is added to redirecting call-back URL to solve this issue.
56291 Printing or saving document missing linesVerically merged tables are only shown in OX Text but are not visible in Word (except the top cell).Hiding vertically merged cells so that the user cannot modify its content and gets the impressionof data loss after opening the document in Word to solve this issue.
56395 Link an image in signature is not workingLinking an image in a signature was not possible.This has been solved by updating TinyMCE.
56478 Mail disappears when mail deletion canceled on smart phonesMissing cancel handling on mobile phones.Now handling canceling on mobile phones.
56536 Send contact as vcard keeps loading with circle logoLoading the Source of vcard failed.This has been fixed by adjusting the request.
56539 OX shows unsupported sieve actionWith the introduction of the simplified mail filter test and actions in the HTTP API v2, there wasno check done in the config calls to determine whether a simplified command is using any unan-nounced/not supported sieve capabilities, which lead into returning those simplified commands,thus the UI assumed that the particular simplified action command was available.Ensure that the required capabilities of the simplified action commands are also checked for pos-sible required sieve capabilities to only show supported sieve rules.
56560 Starting with second logout: open draft throws error message, draft gets added by
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+1 in drafts folder on each iterationUpdated drafthandling an now no new draft is generated and no error is displayed.
56597 Report -o not workingFixed parameter indices to make report working again.

3 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guidedand close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
52764, 54884, 56034, 56291, 56395, 56478, 56536, 56539, 56560, 56597,
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